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ALGAO London Region Quarterly Meeting 
 
Minutes of meeting 2nd May 2012 
held at English Heritage, Waterhouse Square, London  
 
Present: 
Kathryn Stubbs, CoL (Chair); Diane Abrams, EH; Chris Constable, LB Southwark; 
Melanie Bell, EH; Patrick Booth, EH; Jane Sidell, EH; Mark Stevenson, EH; Kim 
Stabler, EH (Secretary); Kate Sumnall, Portable Antiquaries Scheme 
 
Please note: any action points have been written in italics  
 
1. Apologies: 
• Stuart Cakebread, EH; Jen Heathcote, EH, Liz Whitbourn, EH; Adam Single, EH 
 
2. Minutes of last meeting 14th March, 2012 
• No changes 
 
3. Matters arising 
• No matters arising  
 
4. Archaeological science update 
• Sylvia Warman has been appointed as the new London Regional Science Advisor, 

starting on 21st May 2012. Her email will be Sylvia.warman@english-
heritage.org.uk The Southeast Region has also appointed a new RSA, Jane 
Corcoran, previously at MoLA. 

• The Ministry of Justice burial licence forms are now complete and have been 
distributed.  

 
5. London HER 
• It has been a quiet quarter in the GLHER, in part because they are waiting for the 

EH National Planning Department review to be completed before initiating any 
new projects. 

• The number of volunteers is down at present but new ones are coming forward. 
The intent is for new volunteers to carry on with the existing enhancement 
projects.  

• SC is exploring the possibility of 6 month placements with the University of 
Bradford. 

• The mapping layer for Heritage Gateway is up and running – around 20 HERs are 
participating in the mapping element of the project. 

• KStu and CC to send their backlog reports to the HER 
 
6. Current service provision/impact of cuts  
• CC – the ongoing restructuring programme of the planning department has now 

completed the review of upper management, and will later roll out to the 
remainder of the group. The archaeological advice service will be retained.  

• KStu – nothing new to update. 
• EH – National Planning Department three month consultation period began 16th 

April. The HER will not be affected by the present proposals.  
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7. NPPF, Localism Act, PPS 5 and planning practice guide 
• Local Plans and DMPs linking to the NPPF must be in place by April 2013.  
• The PPS 5 Practice Guide will remain current and in effect until a replacement is 

drafted. It is thought this will be through The Heritage Forum, and that there will 
be opportunities to comment.  

• CC – the two neighbourhood planning pilots in the borough are continuing to 
varying success.  

 
8. London Research Framework 
• JS has contacted Barney Sloane, who guaranteed that the full electronic version 

will be completed and available in 6 months (November 2012). The status of the 
accompanying seminars, etc, is unknown.  

 
9. London UAD  
• Rupert Featherby from MoLA has completed training and has begun working at 

the HER on the records for the 2 pilot areas and has been in touch with KStu. 
There are indications that there was not a full appreciation by the MoLA team of 
the complexity of the HER systems and the time required to carry out the 
project. There are still issues regarding the need for deposit modelling, which the 
advisory group does not wish to pursue as the results will not be very 
meaningful.  

• KStu to contact David Bowsher at MoLA for an informal review meeting 
 
10. IFA London Group & CBA London Group  
• IFA London: a committee meeting is scheduled for 14th May 2012; the AGM and 

a day-seminar on infrastructure are amongst the agenda items.  
• CBA London: the AGM is scheduled for 28th May 2012. There is a new initiative 

from the HLF called ‘Your Heritage Scheme’ that provides funding for an 18 
month support post for local societies. The CBA London group is considering 
submitting an application to include making the LAF bigger and more sustainable, 
increasing skills and sharing, and carrying out workshops with specialists and 
increasing links with universities.  

 
11. PAS update 
• Kate Sumnall from the PAS/MOL attended the meeting, and was welcomed by 

KStu. The ALGAO group would like to have more regular contact with the PAS 
scheme.  

• KateS explained the process for recording submitted finds. Details of items which 
fall under the Treasure Act are sent to the HER at the same time as they are 
sent to the coroner, while non-treasure finds are recorded on the PAS database. 
The vast majority of finds are non-treasure, and so many are submitted that 2.5 
days/week is not sufficient to get through the backlog.  

• To access the database to see the findspots and detailed record you need to 
register as a researcher or a HER. The GLHER down-loads all of the data on a 
semi-regular basis. KStu and CC should register as researchers if they wish to 
have direct access. JS asked to be notified if anything was recorded from a SAM.  

• KateS reported that the Thames Discovery Programme received funding from 
the Crown Estate for a 3 year project investigating the foreshore near the 
Tower, and that the annual COLAS open weekend is scheduled for 26 & 27th 
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May 2012, with over 500 people per day expected. There is a great deal of 
activity, and media interest, on the foreshore and finds from it at the moment.  

• Kath Creed will be staying on until the end of June, and KateS will be at MOL on 
M-W, and spending the 4th day of the week on site.  

 
12. ALGAO feedback 
• KStu, CC and DA attended the ALGAO England AGM. Discussion was held 

regarding the NPPF and LA service provisions. There seems to be a trend for 
integrating archaeological services with other environment divisions, as at 
Teeside, Merseyside, Sandwell and Essex. Cuts have been taken at Warwickshire.  

• The IfA Curatorial Standards and Guidance document is going out for 
consultation for a second time, with an aim of adoption in October 2012 with a 
provisional review in 12 months.  

• Roger Bowdler spoke in the afternoon session on designation and scheduling; 
need to increase amount of assets scheduled from c. 36/year to c.200/year; the 
scheduling selection guides are being rolled out and are on the EH website.  

 
13. Heritage Crime 
• LW has been involved in a recent case of campers and protesters on the SAM at 

Keston, Bromley, which was resolved through negotiation.  
 
14. Major Infrastructure Projects 
• Thames Tunnel 

• A useful meeting with Thames Water was held last week; a generic 
WSI was circulated and comments should be sent to Claire 
Hallybone.  

• Crossrail 
• KSta to send post-excavation comments to Jay Carver 

• Thameslink 
• A substantial timber structure of Roman date was been found on 

Joiner Street at c. 4m bgl 
 
15. AOB 
• The annual community dig at Syon Park is to be carried out in June/July.  
 
 
 
 
Next meeting: 
1st August, 2012 
English Heritage, Waterhouse Square  
 
Kim Stabler 
31.7.12 
 
 


